Extraction of urban parameters from 3D Point-Cloud within GRASS
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, efficient technologies like airborne systems with active or passive sensors, required robust and optimized geoprocessing models to acquire geographical information of urban areas, such as the urban parameters associated to buildings. The multiple stereo matching processing of aerial images captured by Unmanned Airborne Systems (UAS) enables the acquisition of dense georeferenced 3D point-cloud. This technology has revealed a great potential for a variety of applications. However, it lacks the evaluation in extraction of urban parameters that involved a third dimension.

This work addresses the use of UAS 3D point-cloud in a small urban area of the Lisbon region for the extraction of urban parameter - building façade height. The development of one methodology to the extraction and evaluation of building facade height parameter was performed using free and open source software. Two important tasks were performed: i) the creation of a geoprocessing model within graphical modeler of GRASS 6.4.2. GIS (Geographic Information Systems) to the extraction of UAS points that will define the building façade height; and ii) statistical evaluation of this urban parameter in R software. The use of specific filtering algorithms implemented on GRASS LiDAR library were very useful in the processing of UAS point cloud data for the extraction of urban parameter building façade height.
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